The College of Public Health at Kuwait University invites candidates to apply for Teaching Assistant positions in the department of **Epidemiology and Biostatistics for the academic year 2014/2015.**

**The following minimum qualifications are required:**

1. All qualifications must be from an accredited university in a traditional residential and on-campus format.

2. A Bachelor's degree in a relevant field with a “Very Good” GPA (2.67/4.0) or higher.

3. A Master’s or higher degree in Epidemiology (or any sub-field of Epidemiology), Biostatistics, Applied Statistics; or a Master of Public Health degree; or a medical qualification such as MD, MBBS, or MBBCh with relevant experience. Master’s degrees with a Basic Science focus are not accepted as qualifications for this position.

4. Preference will be given to candidates with experience in research methodology, computer skills, data analysis, and usage of statistical computer packages.

5. Good command of the English language, both spoken and written.

6. Good interpersonal communication skills and the ability to interact well with staff and students.

7. While priority will be given to qualified Kuwaiti nationals, non-Kuwaiti nationals may also apply, and will be considered for unfilled Teaching Assistant positions.

**The following documents are required:**

- a. Copies of university diplomas along with copies of transcripts from all attended universities

- b. The equivalency certificates from the Ministry of Higher Education in Kuwait.

- c. Technical experience and professional training certificates.

- d. Personal identification documents (Civil I.D. – Citizenship – Passport – Birth Certificate)

**Applications should be submitted within 2 months of this advertisement to the address below:**

Administration of Academic Staff Affairs
Kuwait University, Khaldiya Campus
Khaldiya, Block 3, Al-Firdous Street, Building No.2kh, Ground Floor
Tel.:+965-2484 4189
The College of Public Health at Kuwait University invites candidates to apply for Teaching Assistant, Clinical Instructor, Clinical Lecturer, and Senior Clinical Lecturer positions in the department of Environmental and Occupational Health for the academic year 2014/2015

The following minimum qualifications are required:

1. All qualifications must be from an accredited university in a traditional residential and on-campus format.

2. A Bachelor's degree in a relevant field with a “Very Good” GPA (2.67/4.0) or higher.

3. A Master’s or higher degree in a field of Environmental Health or Occupational Health; or a Master’s of Public Health degree; or a medical qualification such as MD, MBBS, or MBBCh with relevant experience; or a Master or higher degree in Nursing with relevant experience. Master’s degrees with a Basic Science focus are not accepted as qualifications for this position.

4. Preference will be given to candidates with experience in Environmental or Occupational Health.

5. Good command of the English language, both spoken and written.

6. Good interpersonal communication skills and the ability to interact well with staff and students.

7. While priority will be given to qualified Kuwaiti nationals, non-Kuwaiti nationals may also apply, and will be considered for unfilled Teaching Assistant positions.

The following documents are required:

a. Copies of university diplomas along with copies of transcripts from all attended universities

b. The equivalency certificates from the Ministry of Higher Education in Kuwait.

c. Technical experience and professional training certificates.

d. Personal identification documents (Civil I.D. – Citizenship – Passport – Birth Certificate)

Applications should be submitted within 2 months of this advertisement to the address below:

Administration of Academic Staff Affairs
Kuwait University, Khaldiya Campus
Khaldiya, Block 3, Al-Firdous Street, Building No.2kh, Ground Floor
Tel.: +965-2484 4189
KUWAIT UNIVERSITY

FACULTY OF PUBLIC HEALTH

The College of Public Health at Kuwait University invites candidates to apply for Teaching Assistant positions in the department of Health Policy and Management for the academic year 2014/2015

The following minimum qualifications are required:

1. All qualifications must be from an accredited university in a traditional residential and on-campus format.

2. A Bachelor's degree in a relevant field with a “Very Good” GPA (2.67/4.0) or higher.

3. A Master’s or higher degree in a field of Health Policy, Management, or Health Services Research, or a Master of Public Health degree; or a medical qualification such as MD, MBBS, MBBCh, or Dentistry with relevant experience; or a Master or higher degree in Nursing with relevant experience. Master’s degrees with a Basic Science focus are not accepted as qualifications for this position.

4. Preference will be given to candidates with experience in a field of Health Policy and Management.

5. Good command of the English language, both spoken and written.

6. Good interpersonal communication skills and the ability to interact well with staff and students.

7. While priority will be given to qualified Kuwaiti nationals, non-Kuwaiti nationals may also apply, and will be considered for unfilled Teaching Assistant positions.

The following documents are required:

a. Copies of university diplomas along with copies of transcripts from all attended universities

b. The equivalency certificates from the Ministry of Higher Education in Kuwait.

c. Technical experience an professional training certificates.

d. Personal identification documents (Civil I.D. – Citizenship – Passport – Birth Certificate)

Applications should be submitted within 2 months of this advertisement to the address below:

Administration of Academic Staff Affairs
Kuwait University, Khaldiya Campus
Khaldiya, Block 3, Al-Firdous Street, Buliding No.2kh, Ground Floor
Tel.:+965-2484 4189
The College of Public Health at Kuwait University invites candidates to apply for Teaching Assistant positions in the department of Social and Behavioural Sciences for the academic year 2014/2015

The following minimum qualifications are required:

1. All qualifications must be from an accredited university in a traditional residential and on-campus format.
2. A Bachelor's degree in a relevant field with a “Very Good” GPA (2.67/4.0) or higher.
3. A Master’s or higher degree in a field of Social and Behavioural Sciences (e.g., Sociology, Psychology, Behavioural Science, etc); or a Master of Public Health degree; or a medical qualification such as MD, MBBS, MBBCh, or Dentistry with relevant experience; or a Master or higher degree in Nursing with relevant experience. Master’s degrees with a Basic Science focus are not accepted as qualifications for this position.
4. Preference will be given to candidates with experience in a field of Social and Behavior Sciences.
5. Good command of the English language, both spoken and written.
6. Good interpersonal communication skills and the ability to interact well with staff and students.
7. While priority will be given to qualified Kuwaiti nationals, non-Kuwaiti nationals may also apply, and will be considered for unfilled Teaching Assistant positions.

The following documents are required:

a. Copies of university diplomas along with copies of transcripts from all attended universities
b. The equivalency certificates from the Ministry of Higher Education in Kuwait.
c. Technical experience an professional training certificates.
d. Personal identification documents (Civil I.D. – Citizenship – Passport – Birth Certificate)

Applications should be submitted within 2 months of this advertisement to the address below:

Administration of Academic Staff Affairs
Kuwait University, Khaldiya Campus
Khaldiya, Block 3, Al-Firdous Street, Buliding No.2kh, Ground Floor
Tel.:+965-2484 4189
KUWAIT UNIVERSITY

FACULTY OF PUBLIC HEALTH

The College of Public Health at Kuwait University invites candidates to apply for Teaching Assistant, Clinical Instructor, Clinical Lecturer, and Senior Clinical Lecturer positions in the department of Public Health Practice for the academic year 2014/2015

The following minimum qualifications are required:

The candidate should have:

1. All qualifications must be from an accredited university in a traditional residential and on-campus format.

2. A Bachelor's degree in a relevant field with a “Very Good” GPA (2.67/4.0) or higher.

3. A Master’s or higher degree in Public Health or a field relevant to Public Health Practice (PHP); or a medical qualification such as MD, MBBS, MBBCh, or Dentistry with relevant experience; or a Master’s degree or higher in Nursing with relevant experience. Master’s degrees with a Basic Science focus are not accepted as qualifications for this position.

4. Preference will be given to candidates with experience in a field of public health practice.

5. Good command of the English language, both spoken and written.

6. Good interpersonal communication skills and the ability to interact well with staff and students.

7. While priority will be given to qualified Kuwaiti nationals, non-Kuwaiti nationals may also apply, and will be considered for unfilled Teaching Assistant positions.

The following documents are required:

a. Copies of university diplomas along with copies of transcripts from all attended universities

b. The equivalency certificates from the Ministry of Higher Education in Kuwait.

c. Technical experience and professional training certificates.

d. Personal identification documents (Civil I.D. – Citizenship – Passport – Birth Certificate)

Applications should be submitted within 2 months of this advertisement to the address below:

Administration of Academic Staff Affairs
Kuwait University, Khaldiya Campus
Khaldiya, Block 3, Al-Firdous Street, Building No.2kh, Ground Floor
Tel.: +965-2484 4189